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These are the questions usually asked on the OSAC and Lane Foundation Scholarship essays or "personal statemen,ts.,, ln
2014, the OSAC limit was L000 characters (including spaces) per question, and the Lane
Foundation limit was 170 words,l so that's like writing ad copy: every word (indeed, every syllable) has to count. Splat
out your draft without worrying about length, but in revision look åt (or get heip w¡th) how to cut extra words without
sacrificing meaning or voice-good editing can sometimes excise half and actually make the statement stronger. (Read
William Zinsser's advice on decluttering!)

ln deciding how to answer the questions, think of each statement as a paragraph, or section, in a longer narrative. These
will be read in sequence, so think about what stories from your life should come first, second, and so on when you
decide what examples to include; they don't necessarily have to be chronological-put them in the.order that makes
thematic sense and that will help readers see the bigger story of growth or transformation-and potential-in your life.
Don't repeat examples or information-if you return to a theme, extend it, Try to arrange things so that the narrative
builds and readers gain a more complete picture of you as they go.

lnclude examples that show why you will be a good investment and provide a good return on their money beyond
personalsuccess;forexample, question 2 probesforwhetheryou have been/will be of serviceto others.

ln question 1, they are looking for evidence that you have researched your career path and aren't just wandering
around: demonstrate that you know what the degree or program you're pursuing is called, whether and when you can
transfer, if you need to go beyond Lane, and which university offers the eventualdegree. (For example, if you want to be
a mechanical engineer, you will have to go to OSU, not UO.) lf you aren't sure what you want to do with your life, keep
that to yourself I Nobody is going to check up on you or punish you if you change your mind later; what they want at this
point is evidence of a goal and a well-researched plan. .

Questions 3 and 4 probe for qqalities that will help you succeed in college. Student success isn't dependent on being
perfect or wonderful or even smart; it's about how well you know yourself, how you respond to challenges, and how you
handle change, Succeeding in college requires more perseverance than lQ, so choose stories that demonstrate how you
navigated something similar in your life.

Here are the questions:

L. Explain your career aspirations and your educational plan to meet these goals.
2. Explain how you have helped your family or made your community a better place to live. Please provide specific

examples.
3. Describe a personal accomplishment and the strengths and skills you used to achieve it.
4, Describe'a significant change or experience that has occurred in your life. How did you respond and what did you

learn about yourself?
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t Be sure to check current requirements!
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¡Jre tane Foundation now adds two more that probe for past work, recognitlon, and where you've invested yoursetf.
If you don't have recent paid work history, explain why and say what kind of work you did instead (maybe you've

been a caretaker or stay-at-home parent, or going through some maior transition):

5. Tell us about your paid work history. What jobs have you held in the past five years and how many hours did you
work at each job? What were your main responsibilities? List any special accomplishments or recognition.

6. Besides working and attending classes, what activities are you involúed with? ls there a special passion you have
for these activities? Summarize time spent on each activity. Hþhlight leadership roles, special accomplishments
or recognition received
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VIVID WRITING STRATEGIES

Here is some advice on vivid writing strategies condensed and edited by CES staff, from a longer version
by Barbara Sullivan, LCC Writing lnstructor.

1. Trust your intuition, and your process, even if you don't know where ifs going.

2. Write about what matters to you.

3. lnstead of explaining in an abstract way, try to recreate the experience for your readers (if you're
writing a narrative) so that they can understand it from the inside.

4. Use sensory details (sound, touch, taste, sight, qmell) to make description graphic rather than flat.
For example: I sat on a ehair in my garden and wátehed the dew drops roll down thé bright green leaf
The water rolled off the tip of the foliage and made a distinctive sound like a pebble on glass.

5. Use specífic, telling details: a:'telling" detailis one that carries extra meaning because of its
associations or what it suggests.

6. Your opening should engage, and your ending should resonate. Scholarship essay reâders often
read hundreds of applicat¡ons a day. Your essay must be intrlguing, passionate, and interesting from
beginning to end.

7. lf you're on a roll, keep rolling. Let yourself just spew when you're writing a draft, without worrying
about whether it makes sense or where it's going. Leave blank spots or underlines if you can't think of
the word or example you want-you can figure it out later, in revision.

8. lf you're stuck, or think you,can't write, pick a few subject matters that fit your personal statements
questions. Review them and think about which one you are most passionate about, or are the most
proud of. You are writing about your life and experiences, this can be difficult but it is possible.

9. Take risks. Be real, Write from the heart. This is your story.
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o Grammatical Advice for Writing Scholarship Essays

Here is some advice on grammar and style condensed from a longer version by Barbara Sullivan, LCC
Writing lnstructor. Numbers in parentheses below refer to pages in Writing Matters, if you need further
explanation. There are a few copies of the book on two-hour reserve in the library; ask at the circulation
desk for PW L786 to be sure you get the edition that matches these page numbers.

For FREE assistance with editing your essays, visit the Writing Center located in Tutor Central (Center
Building, Room 430).

1. Use full sentences and avoid fragments (344-350): A fragment is a group of words masquerading as a
complete sentence because you've put a period at the end of it; a complete sentence has a subject and
a verb, Fragments are an aesthetic choice in creative writing but should be avoided in scholarship
essays.

2. Stay with the same tense (397-398): lf you start in past, stay in past; same deal with present tense.
Past tense tends to indicate a somewhat reflective, removed narrative stance, which allows room for'a
layer of commentary. Present is more intense, immediate, and inherently dramatic-but can be
confining. Pick the tense best suited to your subject and style, and stay with it.

3. Stay with the same "person" (399): Shifts in person happen when you change the narrative point of
view. Fir:st person uses "1"; second person uses "you"; th.ird person uses "he/she/they." Pick one and be
consistent,

4. AVOID USING CAPITALS FOR EMPHASISII DON'T USE EXCLAMATION MARKS EITHER!The idea in the
academic world is that your writing should be strong enough in itself to make the emphasis clear. You
may occasionally use italics to'emphasize a word or phrase, but be judicious.

5. Use your own words and avoid clichés (312-313): Phrases that spring to mind (like that one) are
probably clichés, i.e., overused, familiar, and maybe also inauthentic. Clichés are okay in a draft, as

placeholders, but try to weed them out in revision and use your own words to express your unique
vision.

6. lt's, with the apostrophe , always means "it is": This is hard to remember because
we tend to associate the apostrophe with ownership; we write, "The dog's bone is lost," so we may
automatically want to write, "lt's bone is lost"; however, the correct version is "lts bone is lost."

7. There, They're, Their (325): "There" indicates location; you can remember it because it has the word
"here" in it. "They're" is a contraction for "they are"; the apostrophe takes the place of the missing letter
"a." "Their" is the possessive; you can remember it because it has the word "heir" inside, and heirs end
up with possessions

8. Your, You're: "You're" is the contraction for "you are"; "your" is the possessive: "You're going to get
an A on your pape[ if you remember these rules."
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9. To, Too, Two: "Too" is the one that means also, or excessive. You can remember that "too" has more
o's than "to" because it's about rnore: "She came too; it was too much!" "Two" is the number,

10. Loose vs. Lose (323): You may have loose teeth or loose clothes-but at least you still have them. lf
you /ose them, you are going to be hungry, cold and possibly in jail for indeçent exposure.

11. Affect vs. Effect (318): Usually, you affect [verb] .those around you, and they have an effect lnoun]
on you,

12. Paragraphs are good: Use them. lt is easier on the reade/s eye if you write two small paragraphs
instead of one iong one. They can also help organize and structure a personal statement.

13. Use quotation marks to indicate words actually spoken out loud (in dialog); when you want to
indicate thoughts that are like word.s inside your head, use italics: "l love you," he said. Sure you do, she
thought. Single quotation marks are only for a quote within á quote.

14. Could of, would of, should of: all are wrong (321) :lt's never "of', always "have": could have, would
have, should have.

15. Proper use of semicolons laa4-4461t 1) to separq,te two independent clauses that are closely related
(and you want to visually emphasize that connection Ïor readers): "You say yes; I say no." The.test for an
independent clause is whether it is a complete sentence by itself.
2) to separate items in a "monster list" that includes commas-semicolons between the items may be
necessary for clarity or flow: "l've lived in Berkeley, California; Yellow Springs, Ohio; Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania; and Eugene, Oregon; but l've existed-serving my time-in plenty of other towns."

16. Avoid comma splices (350-355): These occur when you.join two independent clauses with a comma
when you should instead use a period or semicolon, for example: "l love a good comma splice, I don't
want to have to put a semicolon where ljust put that comma in order to fix it." See section 435-444for
other rules about commas.

17, Avoid plagiarism (128-137): Put quotation marks around any words or phrases from the source,
check the quote for accuräcy, and state author/origin.

18, Be consistent with numbers: Either spell out all the numbers you are using in your personal
statements, or type all the numbers. For e¡ample: twenty-one days a year I ride my bike for ten
minutes, Not: 21 days a year I ride my bike for ten minutes.

19. Varythe language and rhythm: Ratherthan using the same word twice in a sentence or paragraph,
selecta differentword withthe same meaning. Varyyoursentgnce length aswell. Try notto begin
eveiy sentence with "1". This can be easily avoided by rearranging your sentence. For example: I like to
ride my bicycle in the summer can be rewritten into: /n the summer, I like to ride my bicycle.
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